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Abstract: An operationalized workflow paradigm is presented and validated with pilot subject 

data. This approach is reproducible with a high concordance rate between individual readers 

(kappa 0.73 [confidence interval 0.59–0.87; P=,0.0001]) using a 5-point scale to assess [18F] 

labeled fluorodeoxyglucose metabolic activity in lymphomatous lesions. These results suggest 

an operationally practical 5-point scale workflow paradigm for potential use in larger clinical 

trials evaluating lymphoma therapeutics.
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Introduction
Lymphoma, typically categorized as either non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) or 

Hodgkin lymphoma (HL), is the most common hematological malignancy in the US 

and accounts for approximately 5% of all newly diagnosed cancers (according to the 

National Cancer Institute [NCI], 2016). In 2016 in the US, approximately 72,580 new 

cases of NHL and 8,500 new cases of HL were diagnosed.1,2

While classified under the general heading of lymphoma, NHL and HL, as well 

as subtypes within each histologic category, may differ in surface protein expression, 

histologic appearance, cell of origin, clinical evolution, response to treatment, and other 

features. These differences are yielding important insights into the natural biology of 

lymphoma, as well as potential markers for diagnostic and therapeutic development. 

A compelling example is the successful development of CD20-targeted therapy for 

management of a broad variety of lymphomatous and hematologic diseases.3

Similarly, there are a number of newer diagnostic imaging approaches available, 

one of which includes [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography 

(PET) imaging, to better distinguish the lymphoma subtypes. This approach visually 

assesses the metabolic activity of lymphoma by three-dimensionally measuring the 

uptake distribution post-administration of FDG.4 In addition to identifying the presence 

and distribution of disease, FDG-PET imaging, particularly when combined with high 

quality computed tomography (CT) imaging (PET/CT), has also been shown to be a 

very effective tool for assessing response to treatment.5

Different sub-types of lymphomas exhibit varying degrees of FDG-avidity that 

correlate with the aggressiveness of the individual lymphoma.6 Previous investigations 

have established that NHL exhibits a varying FDG-avidity range from 40% to 100%, 

depending on the lymphoma subtype, while HL exhibits a much narrower FDG-avidity 

range of 97% to 100% (Table 1).7 Although the use of FDG-PET/CT for the assessment 
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of lymphoma, particularly at the end of treatment (EOT), 

is supported by published literature, creating a standard-

ized clinically practical methodology for the assessment of 

lymphoma by FDG-PET/CT continues to be a challenge.8,9

The purpose of this paper is to define a proposed opera-

tional workflow to improve the efficiency and reproducibility 

of evaluating FDG-avid lymphomas using PET/CT, follow-

ing the most current published criteria for assessing treatment 

response in clinical trials.10 The workflow methodology for 

evaluating FDG non-avid lymphomas using CT criteria will 

not be included in this manuscript.

Background
In 1999, the NCI Lymphoma International Working Group 

(IWG) first published imaging and clinical response guide-

lines for NHL, commonly known as Cheson 1999 criteria.11 

These guidelines formed a standardized approach for 

assessing the presence of NHL, and measuring response to 

therapeutic intervention, by evaluating imaging and clinical 

data. The imaging aspects of the Cheson 1999 criteria were 

primarily based on CT technology which was widely incor-

porated in clinical trials at that time. The Cheson 1999 criteria 

guidelines were then updated in 2007, when the IWG pub-

lished revised response criteria for malignant lymphoma.12 

The revised Cheson 1999 criteria, more commonly known 

as the Cheson 2007 criteria, were developed to address 

limitations of the Cheson 1999 criteria and to incorporate 

bone marrow (BM) immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry, 

and the increased use of FDG-PET imaging as a recog-

nized and effective modality for visualizing the presence 

and distribution of lymphoma. As a result of incorporating 

FDG-PET, the response designation of “complete response/

unconfirmed” permitted in the Cheson 1999 criteria was 

eliminated for FDG-avid histologies which converted from 

FDG-“positive” to FDG-“negative” following treatment. 

In the Cheson 2007 criteria, these lesions which changed 

from FDG-positive to FDG-negative following treatment, 

regardless of residual size on CT, were designated as a 

complete response. While these changes represented marked 

improvements to the Cheson 1999 criteria, the Cheson 2007 

guidelines did present some challenges to the interpretation 

of lymphoma progression or response to treatment. Spe-

cifically, there was significant potential for ambiguity in 

the interpretation of lesion positivity due to a dichotomous 

(ie, positive vs negative) PET response criteria which was 

based on a subjective interpretation of what represented 

FDG “background” (ie, blood pool vs adjacent regions) and 

the degree of significantly discernible uptake, compared to  

the background.

Despite the challenges, the Cheson 2007 criteria remained 

the standard for evaluating HL and NHL until 2014 when the 

most recent revised criteria were published.10 The evolution 

of this revised criteria was based on the need to define tumor 

FDG-avidity with greater objectivity and reproducibility. 

These new criteria were the direct outgrowth of integrating 

the previously defined Deauville criteria with the input of 

investigators at follow-up International Workshop Confer-

ences in 2011 and 2013.13

essence of the lugano 2014 guidelines
The goal of the Lugano 2014 guidelines was to revise the 

Cheson 2007 criteria, in order to reduce ambiguity and 

achieve more consistent therapeutic response assessments 

for patients enrolled in clinical trials evaluating treatment 

for lymphoma. The most significant aspects of the new 

guidelines pertain to three major components:

•	 the predominant use of FDG-PET/CT in the assessment 

of FDG-avid lymphoma, while CT remains the designated 

standard for assessment of non-FDG-avid lymphomas;

•	 the replacement of the dichotomous evaluation of FDG 

uptake (positive vs negative) with a 5-point scale (5PS) 

assessment for interim and EOT analyses;

•	 the premise that all FDG-avid disease (for applicable 

lymphomatous indications) present in the individual 

patient is included in each time point (TP) analysis.

Other updates in the Lugano 2014 criteria include:

•	 the discontinuation of routine BM biopsies in HL and 

FDG-avid NHL;

•	 the modification of the Ann Arbor staging method;

•	 the recommendation to reduce the total number of routine 

follow-up surveillance scan procedures.

The three major components, along with the other modi-

fications to the prior guidance, are intended to help achieve 

Table 1 Modified Lugano 5-point scale (5PS)

Score Description

1 no uptake
2 Uptake # mediastinum

3 Uptake . mediastinum but # liver

4 Uptake moderately increased 
above liver at any site

5 Markedly increased uptake 
above liver at any site

ne not evaluable
X any areas of uptake not likely to 

be related to lymphoma

Note: Data from cheson et al.10
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a more uniform and consistent assessment necessary for 

multiple TP assessments in clinical trials.

The incorporation of FDG-PET as the predominant imag-

ing modality for measuring the distribution and extent of 

disease in FDG-avid lymphomas represents a major paradigm 

shift, as this approach moves away from a pure anatomic 

size-based response into a physiologic response assessment 

based on tumor metabolism. This approach should allow for 

a more accurate early assessment of lymphoma tumor treat-

ment response, however, there is still some controversy in 

the literature regarding the use of interim PET assessment of 

treatment response in the clinical trial setting.14,15 While the 

new criteria should reduce the subjective variability which 

has existed in regards to determination of FDG-PET lesion 

positivity, this observation has yet to be documented in any 

multi-center lymphoma clinical trials.

Challenges to developing an 
operational reader workflow 
paradigm for clinical trials
The Lugano 2014 criteria, as defined in the article by 

Cheson et al, were used as the basis for our approach.10 Our 

goal was to develop a reproducible and time-efficient opera-

tional paradigm, utilizing the Lugano 2014 criteria, which 

could be routinely employed in clinical drug trials assessing 

FDG-avid lymphoma. The Lugano 2014 criteria was studied 

by the authors and modifications were incorporated into 

the workflow in order to operationalize this approach, as 

described in the following section.

recommendation for revisions to the 
staging criteria
At present, FDG-PET/CT is generally accepted as the 

preferred procedure for the clinical staging of FDG-avid 

lymphomas.16,17 In recognition of the wide-spread utiliza-

tion of FDG-PET/CT and the supporting literature, the 

IWG recommends that this modality be routinely employed 

in clinical trials assessing subjects with FDG-avid lym-

phomatous disease. In addition to the FDG-PET imaging, 

a contrast-enhanced CT scan should be included at base-

line for accurate measurement of lesion size, separation 

of bowel from lymphadenopathy, and differentiation of 

vascular structures from lymph nodes. Another significant 

modification to the staging criteria is the integration of a 

5PS to achieve a more accurate assessment of the degree of 

FDG avidity at baseline and during follow-up, as it relates 

to the evaluation of treatment response and progression of 

disease (Table 1).

The 5PS ranges from a score of 1 (where no uptake is 

discernible in the lesion) to a score of 5 (where the uptake 

in the lesion is markedly increased compared to the uptake in 

the liver parenchyma). A single 5PS score, which represents 

the most FDG-avid (ie, metabolically intense) area of disease 

(across all index and non-index lesions), is assigned for each 

TP. The designation of “X” in the Lugano 2014 5PS has been 

removed, since under the proposed operational workflow, the 

readers are trained to provide a comment in their assessment 

if there are new areas of observed uptake that are unlikely 

to be lymphoma.

The assessment of BM according to the Lugano 2014 

criteria is also very different from the Cheson 2007 crite-

ria, since BM biopsy (BMB) is no longer required for all 

patients with FDG-avid lymphomas. Disease involvement 

in BM can now, in most cases, be solely evaluated using 

FDG-PET imaging; however, confirmation by BMB is still 

recommended in certain cases. Some of these include patients 

with certain FDG-avid lymphoma subtypes, cases of negative 

focal FDG BM activity with additional discordant clinical 

data, and cases of persistent focal FDG BM activity.

FDg-PeT assessment at baseline and on-
study TPs
At the baseline imaging assessment, whenever possible all 

sites of lymphomatous disease are selected (as described in 

Figure 1) and should represent the patient’s overall FDG-

avid tumor burden. The most effective implementation of 

the methodology for response assessment in clinical trials 

described in this manuscript, requires consistency of FDG-

PET/CT image acquisition performed at multiple sites. 

Consensus guidelines for FDG-PET/CT image acquisition 

have been published by experts in the field, and should be 

incorporated into any clinical trial paradigm.18 Correlation of 

the FDG-avid sites on CT imaging should be performed to 

confirm lesion size and morphology, and differentiate sites 

of disease from bowel and vascular structures. Finally, a 5PS 

score (as previously described) is assigned to the baseline TP 

to represent disease avidity on the FDG-PET imaging. The 

baseline assessment workflow is summarized in Figure 1. 

When assessing post-baseline imaging TPs, the same method 

used at baseline is employed.

Although the Lugano 2014 criteria represent a major 

advance in the assessment of FDG-avid lymphomas, there 

are a number of specific modifications to consider when 

optimizing the criteria for use in multi-center clinical trials. 

Our proposed approach is summarized in the following 

sections.
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Proposed operational approach 
and recommendations for including 
Lugano 2014 criteria in FDG-avid 
lymphoma clinical trials
Baseline assessment workflow
At baseline, a maximum of six sites with most metaboli-

cally active FDG-avid disease (classified as index [or target] 

lesions) should be selected which, when possible, include the 

largest lesions most representative of the patient’s overall 

tumor burden. When possible, index lesions should be chosen 

from disparate regions of the body and include mediastinal 

and retroperitoneal areas of disease. These lesions must 

meet the minimum size requirement of being .15 mm in 

longest diameter (LDi) for nodal disease, or .10 mm in 

LDi for extranodal lesions. The LDi and shortest diameter 

should be recorded for each index lesion. All other disease, 

consisting of up to ten individual or grouped sites, should 

be selected at baseline as non-index (or non-target) disease. 

These can include nodal or extranodal lesions or groups of 

lesions which are not measurable (or measurable beyond the 

six sites chosen to be followed as index lesions). In addi-

tion, non-index disease can include markedly diffuse FDG 

uptake in the liver or spleen and marked focal FDG uptake 

in the BM. All selected sites of disease should be followed 

throughout the course of treatment. Although the PET criteria 

in Lugano 2014 for FDG-avid lymphomas do not specifically 

require the designation of index and non-index disease and 

size measurements on CT, this approach allows investigators 

to follow all disease in a logical manner, where the PET 

findings can be easily correlated with CT imaging and clini-

cal observations. This methodology ensures that all sites of 

disease, which are reflective of the patient’s overall tumor 

burden, are accounted for in each TP assessment.

Our approach specifies that each designated index and non-

index CT lesion should be correlated to the corresponding and 

co-registered PET lesion. A visual assessment using the 5PS 

should then be performed on the most metabolically active 

lesion out of all index and non-index disease. In addition, a 

quantitative standardized uptake value (SUV) measurement, 

which represents the maximum SUV (SUV
max

), should also be 

documented for this lesion. The SUV
max

 will be used to calcu-

late the change in uptake compared to post-baseline TPs.

On-study assessment workflow
At each on-study TP, the index and non-index lesions identi-

fied at baseline are assessed on the PET/CT exam. The most 

metabolically active lesion is again assessed using the 5PS 

approach and the SUV
max

 of that lesion is determined. Of 

note, it is possible that the most metabolically active lesion 

identified on-study, when a subject is undergoing treatment, 

may be different from the most metabolically active lesion 

which had been identified at the baseline TP. The on-study 

SUV
max

 measurement is then utilized to perform the on-study 

Figure 1 Proposed baseline assessment workflow.
Abbreviations: cT, computed tomography; PeT, positron emission tomography; 5Ps, 5-point scale; sUVmax, maximum standardized uptake value.
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response assessment. The proposed on-study operational 

approach is illustrated in Figure 2.

The SUV
max

 of the most metabolically active lesion at 

each on-study TP is compared to the most metabolically 

active lesion at baseline in order to quantify changes in FDG 

uptake and obtain a percent change in SUV
max

. An on-study 

Lugano 5PS score of 1, 2 or 3 is considered complete meta-

bolic response at both interim and EOT, whereas a score of 4, 

5 represents a different response outcome depending on the 

measured change in FDG uptake (Table 2) and the type of TP 

being evaluated (ie, an interim or EOT TP). At interim, a score 

of 4 or 5 with a decrease of .25% in SUV
max

 is considered 

to be a significant decline in FDG uptake, representative of a 

partial metabolic response. A score of 4 or 5 with an increase 

of .50% is considered a significant increase in FDG uptake, 

representative of progressive metabolic disease (PMD), and a 

change metric between #25% decrease and #50% increase 

in FDG uptake is considered to be no significant change in 

FDG uptake, representative of no metabolic response. At 

EOT, a score of 4 or 5 is representative of treatment failure 

(TF) regardless of any significant change in SUV
max

. These 

threshold metrics may be modified in the context of different 

clinical trial requirements.

In frontline therapy lymphoma trials, where a finite num-

ber of drug treatment cycles is frequently part of the study 

design, the recommendation is to use both interim and EOT 

assessment methods. Conversely, in relapsed and/or refrac-

tory lymphoma trials, it is recommended to only use interim 

assessment methods, as continuation of therapy can be based 

on a wide range of factors. In this paper, the focus is on the use 

of an interim assessment method; however, when account-

ing for an EOT analysis, the main difference is that the term 

TF is incorporated in the Lugano guidelines as a descriptor 

for patients who have demonstrated persistent FDG lesion 

uptake. This term can be confusing when used along with the 

term PMD. In our proposed workflow, both TF and PMD are 

Figure 2 On-study PET response workflow.
Abbreviations: PeT, positron emission tomography; 5Ps, 5-point scale; FDg, [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose; SUVmax, maximum standardized uptake value; cT, computed 
tomography.
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classified as one category labeled as PMD. It is important to 

note that, depending on the type of therapy being evaluated in 

a particular oncology trial, different change metric thresholds 

and response categories may be used.

an example of the baseline and on-study 
workflows
For example, if five lesions are being followed and only 

one is observed to have markedly increased uptake com-

pared to the liver, then the overall 5PS score for that TP 

is 5, regardless of the uptake in the other four lesions. 

Within this 5PS approach, a score of 1, 2, and 3 is gener-

ally considered to be PET-negative and values of 4 and 5 

would be classified as PET-positive; however, in certain 

situations (specifically, in response-adaptive trials assessing 

de-escalation therapy) a 5PS score of 3 may be viewed as 

PET-positive and therefore considered to be an inadequate 

treatment response (Figure 3). Note: the classification of a 

5PS of 3 as PET-positive should be prospectively defined 

Table 2 Determination of lugano PeT-based on-study response

Lesion 
5PS

Change from 
screening

New 
lesions

Lugano 
response

1, 2, or 3 Decrease no cMr
4 or 5 Decrease no PMr
4 or 5 no change no nMr
4 or 5 increase Yes/no PMD
any any Yes PMD

Abbreviations: PeT, positron emission tomography; 5Ps, 5-point scale; cMr, 
complete metabolic response; PMr, partial metabolic response; nMr, no metabolic 
response; PMD, progressive metabolic disease.

Figure 3 Lugano operational workflow example.
Notes: (A) A 50-year-old male with NHL. CT (left image) reveals diffuse adenopathy in the neck and mediastinum (white arrows). PET (middle image) reveals marked FDG 
uptake (5PS of 5) in neck and mediastinum (black arrows) confirmed on fused PET/CT (right image). (B) Interim treatment follow-up CT (left image) at 8 weeks reveals 
significant residual adenopathy (white arrow). Follow-up PET (middle image) still assessed as marked uptake above liver (5PS of 5), demonstrates a significant decrease in 
FDG uptake with residual activity in the mediastinum (black arrow) which is also confirmed on the PET/CT (right image). The overall findings are consistent with a significant 
partial metabolic response.
Abbreviations: nhl, non-hodgkin’s lymphoma; cT, computed tomography; PeT, positron emission tomography; FDg, [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose; 5PS, 5-point scale.
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prior to the commencement of reads, preferably during 

development of the trial protocol.

Validation of the Lugano 
operational workflow
introduction
In order to validate the proposed Lugano workflow, a pilot 

study cohort consisting of 12 NHL patients with a total of 

34 imaging TPs was evaluated. The objective of this valida-

tion was to determine if the proposed Lugano workflow is a 

feasible method to improve the reproducibility and efficiency 

amongst readers evaluating the radiographic response in 

lymphoma patients.

Methods
The study cohort consisted of 12 well-documented, NHL 

patients, eight male, four female, ranging in age from 40 

to 80 years, who were a subset of patients enrolled in an 

Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved early-phase, 

commercially-sponsored, clinical trial.19 All patients signed 

written informed consents acknowledging all aspects of 

the clinical trial including an independent review of their 

imaging data. The participating IRBs included Schulman 

Associates IRB, St John Hospital and Medical Center IRB, 

and New England IRB. All of the patients had documented 

FDG-avid disease. Three of the authors, all experienced 

independent radiology reviewers (RA, LS, FT), blindly 

assessed all FDG-PET/CT scans for each patient. The 

reviewers conducted their evaluations using a modified 

5PS (Table 1) according to the modified Lugano10 response 

assessment criteria for FDG-avid lymphomas and the 

proposed operational workflow described in this paper. 

Specifically, the reviewers were instructed to categorize all 

lymphomatous disease visualized on FDG-PET/CT into one 

of two groups. The six most dominant lesions (labeled as 

index 001–006) which were representative of the patient’s 

overall tumor burden were identified on the baseline CT 

and PET images. These index lesions were measured for 

anatomic size on CT and evaluated for metabolic activity 

on the PET images. The remainder of the patient’s tumor 

burden was assigned by location to a maximum of ten single 

(or grouped) lesion sites (labeled as non-index 200–209). 

Baseline lesions were considered positive when they met 

the criteria for a 5PS of 4 or 5 (ie, uptake moderately or 

markedly . liver).

At on-study TPs, CT index and non-index lesions were 

assessed for continued presence of disease, however, no size 

measurements or change metrics were required. PET index 

and non-index lesions were again assessed using the on-study 

workflow (Figure 2). The change metric at each on-study TP 

was calculated by the following formula:

 

%∆ =
−











×SUV
SUV SUV

SUVmax

max max

max

TPx Screening

Screening

1100

Note: TP Time point X
x

=
 

New lesions (labeled as 300–302) were required to meet 

the minimum anatomic size criteria (.15 mm) on CT and were 

also required to be FDG-avid on PET (ie, 5PS of 4 or 5).

statistical methods
The overall concordance rate between the three reviewers was 

determined. A 5PS of either 1, 2 or 3 (PET-negative) was 

considered concordant across readers, as was a score of 4 or 

5 (PET-positive). Reader discordance was observed when 

the 5PS assessment recorded by readers differed between 

PET-positive and PET-negative at a given TP.

In order to evaluate inter-reader reliability, Fleiss’ kappa, 

an extension of Scott’s pi to more than two observers and 

nominal categories, was calculated for the Lugano TP 5PS 

assessments of three readers who independently reviewed 

multiple FDG-PET imaging series.20

results
All three reviewers assessed all patients at all individual 

TPs using the Lugano TP 5PS (Table 1). The three inde-

pendent reviewers were in concordance in 97 out of 102 

TPs assessed, which equates to an overall 95% concordance 

rate. The kappa statistic for 5PS agreement (Table 3) was 

0.73 (confidence interval 0.59–0.87; P=,0.0001) using the 

Fleiss kappa statistic methodology, indicative of an overall 

good to excellent correlation between the three readers. 

Furthermore, two out of the three reviewers were in con-

cordance at all TPs.

Discussion
The incorporation of the Lugano 2014 criteria for the assess-

ment of lymphoma patients’ response to therapy represents 

an important paradigm shift. In particular, the use of FDG-

PET/CT imaging as the dominant imaging technique for 

the evaluation of FDG-avid lymphomas, allows for the 

pathophysiologic assessment of tumor metabolic activity in 

the ongoing evaluation of lymphoma patients.

There are a number of issues that must be considered 

when implementing a workflow paradigm for the Lugano 

criteria. These include the proper selection of representative 

disease, lesion size thresholds for index and new lesions, and 
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ensuring that proper reader training is provided prior to trial 

commencement.

lesion selection
The optimum approach is to have each reader select all FDG-

avid lesions present at the baseline TP. In situations where 

a reader chooses to select and follow fewer lesions from the 

total number of FDG-avid lesions, there may be a higher 

risk of discordance between the assessment by a reader who 

chooses to select and follow a larger representative number 

of lesions. This is particularly true at on-study TPs where 

there may be a difference in the 5PS assessment between 

individual readers. In this situation, the difference between 

reader assessments may be spurious due to the lack of com-

plete lesion selection by one of the readers. For example, 

if one reader selects one index lesion and no non-index 

lesions while another reader selects four index lesions and 

three non-index lesions, there is a high probability that there 

may be a discrepancy in the PET 5PS response assessment 

between the two readers.

lesion size threshold
It is also essential to establish a minimum size for the selec-

tion of index lesions at baseline and the identification of 

new lesions at post-baseline TPs in order to ensure optimum 

reproducibility between individual readers. At baseline, 

a minimum size threshold for selecting index lesions will 

facilitate a higher level of reader harmonization with respect 

to selection of representative disease. At on-study TPs, a 

minimum size threshold for new lesions is also necessary 

for optimal reader concordance. For example, if one reader 

selects a new lesion which does not meet a minimum size 

criteria, the response assessment may result in PMD des-

ignation, whereas another reader who did not believe the 

same lesion to be significant, would end up with a different 

response assessment.

reader training
Comprehensive reader training for an individual lymphoma 

clinical trial using the Lugano 2014 criteria, should be based 

on the presumption that the readers already have in-depth 

experience and knowledge of the radiographic assessment 

of lymphomatous disease and the Lugano 2014 criteria. The 

specific training material for an individual clinical trial should 

include ample clinical case examples and test case examples, 

to ensure that each reader adequately understands the over-

all workflow guidelines and any individual study-specific 

rules. Ideally, a discussion of lessons learned and known 

pitfalls should also be included in the training session(s). 

The overall goal of the training process is to achieve optimal 

reader harmonization and concordance which is reproduc-

ible on both an inter- and intra-reader level. For example, 

in this pilot validation study, the 5PS discordance noted 

between readers occurred most frequently between a score 

of 3 (. mediastinum, # liver) and 4 (moderately . liver). 

This observation emphasizes the importance of training 

readers to be aware of the subtle differences in discerning 

FDG uptake in lesions compared to the background activity 

in the liver.

The approach taken in this validation study was to cat-

egorize all FDG-avid lesions as either index or non-index. 

This approach allows for the correlation of the FDG-PET 

assessments with the separate lesion size measurements 

on CT imaging, which is particularly helpful in clinical 

Table 3 reviewer results – lugano time point 5Ps assessment

Patient Lugano scores

ID TP 2 3 4 5

1 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 0 3
2 0 0 0 3

2 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 0 3

3 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 3 0
2 1 1 1 0

4 B 0 1 2 0
1 0 0 2 1
2 0 3 0 0

5 B 0 3 0 0
2 0 0 3 0

6 B 0 0 3 0
1 0 0 3 0
2 0 0 3 0

7 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 0 3
2 0 0 0 3

8 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 3 0
2 0 3 0 0

9 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 0 3
2 0 2 1 0

10 B 0 0 2 1
1 0 2 1 0
2 0 2 1 0

11 B 0 0 0 3
1 0 0 0 3
2 0 0 0 3

12 B 0 0 1 2
1 0 0 3 0
2 0 0 3 0

Abbreviations: 5Ps, 5-point scale; TP, time point; B, baseline.
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trials which require independent CT and PET assessments. 

In studies that do not require a separate CT analysis with a 

classification of index and non-index disease, it is possible 

to assess PET scans in a different manner, which is beyond 

the scope of this paper. The workflow presented here is an 

operational scheme that can be utilized for single-center 

or multi-center clinical trials which include both CT and 

FDG-PET imaging requirements. The proposed approach 

has inherent flexibility, which allows further modification 

to address the specific goals and/or issues of an individual 

clinical trial or pharmacologic therapy.

Regardless of the approach taken, monitoring total tumor 

burden response at the cellular level is essential, and the pro-

cess implemented to apply the Lugano 2014 criteria should 

result in an assessment method that more accurately aligns 

with a patient’s clinical outcome. This is in contrast to the 

Cheson 2007 guidelines, where a limited number of repre-

sentative lesions are selected and assessed using a simple 

dichotomous (ie, positive vs negative) scale.

Another potential challenge with the implementation 

of the Lugano 2014 criteria is in immunotherapy oncology 

clinical trials, where the observation of increased metabolic 

activity may be mistakenly interpreted as PMD. In these 

trials, the proper assessment of possible transient metabolic 

flare, which may be visualized on FDG-PET/CT scans at 

interim TPs during treatment, needs to be considered. One 

possible solution to this challenge is to raise the threshold 

for assessing PMD to allow for greater changes in immune-

related FDG metabolic activity. An alternative approach for 

controlling against sudden increases in FDG uptake which 

may be due to immune-related metabolic activity, is to delay 

the confirmation of PMD until a subsequent imaging TP 

(approximately 6–12 weeks after the initial observation of 

PMD) is submitted and the initial assessment of PMD can be 

either confirmed or not confirmed by the reader. Additional 

recommendations for handling immune-related response 

assessments are discussed in a recent publication.21

Conclusion
The workflow paradigm presented in this paper represents an 

operationalized method which can be utilized in single- and 

multi-center lymphoma clinical trials employing the Lugano 

2014 PET criteria. The pilot validation data presented in this 

paper, confirm that the proposed workflow is a useful and 

reproducible methodology to achieve consistent imaging 

assessment results with a high level of concordance across 

readers. The proposed paradigm is a work-in-progress which 

will require validation in a larger multi-center clinical trial, 

to further solidify the operational workflow as an assessment 

standard for clinical trials investigating therapies for PET-

avid lymphomas.
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